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Hold on a second while I get my SOAP BOX. I really hate
talking about the ISLAMIC MUSLIMS because my blood
pressure goes through the roof but I just can’t help it – I
must get my two-cents in on some recent events that
involve this group of people.
1. The mass migration of ISLAMIC MUSLIMS to all
countries in Europe and the United States.
2. America's deadliest mass shooting ever that
happened at that gay nightclub (The Pulse) in
Orlando, Florida.
3. The many other terrorist attacks in Europe (Paris),
Mid East (Istanbul, Baghdad, etc.) and Northern
Africa (Libya).
4. Great Britain has voted to leave the European
Union (EU).

ISLAMIC MUSLIMS bill themselves as “The Religion of Peace”. Are you kidding me!
I think they are “The Religion of Hate, Death, War, Destruction, and Terrorism”.
Did you know that there have been more than 18,000 deadly terror attacks
committed explicitly in the name of ISLAM in just the last ten years? Well, you do
now. In fact, things are getting worse – in the year 2015, there were 2866 (about
8 per day) Islamic attacks in 53 countries, in which 27,628 people were killed and
26,150 injured. ISLAMIC MUSLIMS are responsible for 99% of all terrorist attacks.
More reasons why Islam is Not a Religion of Peace:
 Muhammad, the prophet of Islam, had people killed for insulting him or
for criticizing his religion. This included women and children.
 Muhammad inspired his men to war with the basest of motives, using
captured loot, sex and a gluttonous paradise as incentives. He beheaded
captives, enslaved children and raped women captured in battle. Again,
Muslims are told to emulate the example of Muhammad.
 Muhammad directed Muslims to wage war on other religions and bring
them under submission to Islam.
 Muslims continued their Jihad against other religions for 1400 years,
checked only by the ability of non-Muslims to defend themselves. To this
day, not a week goes by that Islamic fundamentalists do not attempt to kill
Christians, Jews, Hindus and Buddhists explicitly in the name of Allah.
 Islam is the only religion that has to retain its membership by formally
threatening to kill anyone who leaves.
 Islam teaches that non-Muslims are less than fully human. Muhammad
said that Muslims can be put to death for murder, but that a Muslim could
never be put to death for killing a non-Muslim.
 The Quran never once speaks of Allah's love for non-Muslims, but it speaks
of Allah's cruelty toward and hatred of non-Muslims more than 500 times.
 The root word for Islam is “al-Silm” which means “submission” or
“surrender.” It does not mean “Peace”.
 All other major Religions can live in peace with each other but Muslims are
always at War and trying to kill non-Muslims.

Does this sound like Islam is the Religion of Peace? I believe that Christianity,
Buddhism, Confucianism, Hinduism, Judaism, and most other Religions are the
true Religions of Peace.
Take a look at these pictures….

We know that ISLAMIC MUSLIMS in middle east countries like Saudi Arabia
celebrated the 9/11 attacks on America. But, they were not the only ones
celebrating in the streets. ISLAMIC MUSLIMS were celebrating all around the
world including right here in the United States. The pictures above were taken in
New York City and in Jersey City, NJ.
Donald Trump has been under fire recently after he told Meet the Press that he
witnessed Muslims in Manhattan and Jersey City, New Jersey celebrating the
deadly 9/11 attacks on the World Trade Center.
Asked to apologize, Trump fired back! “I saw it. So many people saw it. And, so,
why would I take it back? I’m not going to take it back.”
Since the interview happened, Trump also noted in a telephone interview on NBC
that he received an “unbelievable response” from countless Americans who also
saw televised video of Muslims celebrating the 9/11 attacks immediately after the
plane hit.
Now, Former New York Police Department Commissioner Bernard Kerik has
vindicated Trump in his claims, noting that there were many post-9/11
celebrations by NYC-area Muslims.

As One American News reports, “Trump was right!”
And there is plenty of video of Muslims cheering and celebrating the deaths of
thousands of innocent people on 9/11/2001.
Well, guess what? ISLAMIC MUSLIMS around the world celebrate every time ISIS
or some other lunatic radical ISLAMIC MUSLIM(s) kills Americans. They were in the
streets again having a great time after hearing the news that an ISLAMIC MUSLIM
terrorist had killed 49 people and injured 53 others inside the Pulse nightclub in
Orlando, Florida.
Here is a picture of the victims:

Did you know that there are the 10 countries in the world where homosexuality
may be punished by death?
Saudi Arabia: Under the country’s interpretation of sharia law, a married man
engaging in sodomy or any non-Muslim who commits sodomy with a Muslim can
be stoned to death. All sex outside of marriage is illegal.
Afghanistan: Sharia law criminalizes same-sex sexual acts with a maximum of the
death penalty. No known cases of death sentences have been meted out since the
end of Taliban rule in 2001.
Iran: In accordance with sharia law, homosexual intercourse between men can be
punished by death, and men can be flogged for lesser acts such as kissing. Lesbian
women may be flogged.

Yemen: Married men can be sentenced to death by stoning for homosexual
intercourse. Unmarried men face whipping or one year in prison. Women face up
to seven years in prison.
Mauritania: Muslim men engaging in homosexual sex can be stoned to death and
women face prison.
United Arab Emirates: Federal law can prescribe the death penalty for consensual
homosexual sex and/or for rape. All sexual acts outside of marriage are banned
and considered illegal.
Nigeria: Federal law classifies homosexual behavior as a felony punishable by
imprisonment, but several states have adopted sharia law and imposed a death
penalty for men. A new law makes it illegal for gay people countrywide to hold a
meeting or form clubs.
Qatar: Sharia law in Qatar applies only to Muslims, who can be put to death for
extramarital sex, regardless of sexual orientation.
Somalia: The penal code stipulates prison, but in some southern regions, Islamic
courts have imposed sharia law and the death penalty.
Sudan: Three-time offenders under the sodomy law can be put to death; first and
second convictions result in flogging and imprisonment.
Surprise!! Surprise!! Every one of these countries is controlled by ISLAMIC
MUSLIMS and are located in the Mid-east or North and Western Africa.

Now, let’s get into the real meat of this article – The ISLAMIC MUSLIM invasion
of Europe - take a look at these pictures….

Yes, these are pictures of refugees and migrants (hundreds of thousands of them)
flooding into all countries of Europe. Do you know the difference between a
refugee and a migrant?
A refugee is someone who has been forced to flee his or her home country because
of armed conflict or persecution. Syrians are a prime example.
A migrant is someone who chooses to resettle to another country in search of a
better life.
Regardless, the liberal European Union (EU) seems to be welcoming them all with
open arms. Take a closer look at these pictures and you will find that a big majority
of these (more than 80%) ISLAMIC MUSLIMS are young fit men. Where are all the
old people and the women and children? Could some of these poor refugees and
migrants be terrorists or “would-be” terrorists? The MUSLIMS are taking over

large areas of some of the great cities of Europe like Paris, London, Copenhagen
and Berlin.
Integration is possible with cultures that are similar but ISLANIC MUSLIMS are
different. Their beliefs are so much different from everybody else that they end
up together in slum-like areas of the cities. What are some of their beliefs?
 All aspects of a Muslim's life are governed by Sharia law which comes
from Qur'an (the MUSLIM holy book)
 MUSLIM women must cover up from head to toe
 A woman’s testimony counts half of a man’s
 A man may be polygamous with up to four wives
 Husbands may beat their wives even if the husband merely fears
highhandedness in his wife
 A man can divorce his wife by saying, “DIVORCE” 3 times in a row!
More and more people see the Muslims as an angry, violent people who use the
two-fold method of Jihad and Fatah to further their geopolitical plans, and sadly,
the vast majority of people both here in America and abroad, remain blissfully
ignorant of the ever-swelling tide of MUSLIM cultural expansion.

There are now more than 50 million MUSLIMS in Europe! The two EU countries
with the most Muslims are France and Germany. Great Britain is not far behind.
By the way, do you know how
many Syrian refugees Saudi Arabia
took in?
Saudi Arabia would not accept one
refugee. The answer is ZERO.
In fact, none of the ISLAMIC
MUSLIM controlled countries
(where the culture is the same)
offered to help the poor war-torn
refugees from Syria.
They all want Europe and the
United States to do it.
If you think that ISLAMIC MUSLIMs are confined to a small area in the Middle
East, you better think again. Take a look at the following maps that show the
countries and areas controlled by ISLAMIC MUSLIMS.

Here is another map showing the ISLAMIC MUSLIMS countries (in green) and
their next target area – EUROPE.

As you can see, the ISLAMIC MUSLIMS already control a much larger area than all
of Europe. Can you see that little “red spot” in the middle of all that green? Yes,
that is Israel, the only non-Muslim country in the region.
Europe has renounced using force, so to the MUSLIMS, it appears weak,
vulnerable and easily able to be overpowered. The sudden arrival of hundreds of
thousands more MUSLIMS has prompted Europeans to think that the nightmare
will get much worse; they see, powerlessly, that their leaders speak and act as if
they have no awareness of what is happening all around them.
Illegal MUSLIM migrants live on social benefits provided by many European
countries and will do so until the welfare money supply goes bankrupt. In all 28
countries of the European Union, birth rates are low and the population is aging.
People under thirty account for only 16% of the population, or 80 million people.
In the 22 Arab countries, plus Turkey and Iran, people under thirty account for 70%
of the population, or 350 million people.
As Christians are now the main targets of Islamists (the Jews fled or were forced
out decades ago) in Syria, the people escaping the war in Syria should be largely

composed of Christians. But Christians are a very small minority among those who
arrive, and they often hide that they are Christians.
So, do you think these MUSLIM refugees are grateful to be out of the War Zone
and living in the peaceful and beautiful countries of Europe? Hell No!!
Take a look at these pictures of ISLAMIC MUSLIM protestors in London…

Here is a bunch of friendly Muslims

When the Muslims rule – NO BEER

These Muslims block roads to pray

“Freedom can go to Hell”

Those people entering Europe are almost all MUSLIMS, and behave as MUSLIMS
often do in the ISLAMIC MUSLIM world: they harass Christians and attack women.
In reception centers, harassing Christians and attacking women happens daily.
European women and girls who live near reception centers are advised to take
care and cover up. The number of rapes, assaults, stabbings and other crimes are
way up wherever a large number of MUSLIMS reside.
What is the ISLAMIC MUSLIM plan for taking over Europe? What country will be
the first ISLAMIC controlled country in Europe? Daily headlines prove that Europe
is bursting at the seams with ISLAMISTS attempting to establish Sharia law and
homegrown terror plots. France is ablaze with radicals, ISIS threatens they will

send Spain back to the times of the Ottoman Empire, and Britain is much too
concerned with appeasing MUSLIMS that the leaders are trying to take away their
own citizen’s right to free speech. The world is idly watching to see which
European country will fall first to ISLAMIC rule, creating the first MUSLIM nation.
According to everything I have been reading, that country will be Denmark!!
Here is the ISLAMIC MUSLIM Plan for taking over Europe:
1. While the European Union (EU) is accepting refugees, get as many able
bodied MUSLIM men into Europe as possible. Once there, they can move to
whatever country they want – The EU has very little border restrictions.
2. The MUSLIM country of Turkey has applied for EU membership. Once this
is approved, ISLAMIC leaders plan to flood Europe with millions of
MUSLIMS going through Turkey to get into other countries in Europe.
3. There are over 700,000 MUSLIMS currently living in Denmark and about
one-third of the Danish parliament is MUSLIM. Once the MUSLIMS get
over 50% control of the Government, Denmark could become an ISLAMIC
Nation.
THIS IS SCARY STUFF – MUSLIMS WANT THE ENTIRE WORLD TO BE ISLAMIC!!!
NOW, DO YOU KNOW WHY THE CITIZENS OF GREAT BRITIAN VOTED TO LEAVE THE
EUROPEAN UNION? The British government doesn’t seem to realize how big the
MUSLIM problem is but the people sure do. They want to get control of their own
borders and try to save their country. Have you seen this movie?

Film Trailer: “After the death of the British prime minister, the world's most
powerful leaders gather in London to pay their respects. Without warning,
ISLAMIC MUSLIM terrorists unleash a devastating attack that leaves the city in
chaos and ruins.”
What about our country, the United States of America? Are the ISLAMIC MUSLIMS
making any progress in their attempt to take over America?
The answer to that question I’m sorry to say is, “YES”.
The U.S. is in much better shape than Europe but there are about 3.4 million
MUSLIMS of all ages living in the United States. This means that MUSLIMS make
up a little more than 1% of the total U.S. population (about 325 million people),
and it is estimated that the number of MUSLIMS in the U.S. will double by 2050.
The Obama administration has “quietly” allowed more than 100,000 MUSLIMS to
enter the U.S. each year for a total of about one million during his 8 years in office.
It could get much worse if Hillary Clinton gets elected President since she is known
to be a big ISLAMIC MUSLIM supporter.

Well, all I can say is, “GOD Bless America and Europe” and I hope the leaders of all
Freedom loving countries in the world come to their senses immediately and do
what is necessary to save their countries.
I feel better now that I have got that off my chest – I can put the Soap Box away.
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